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1 Introduction 

In applications of information technologies there is a problem of construction of the 
so-called dependable and stable systems and infrastructures – the systems which be-
have stably under all, especially, critical working circumstances. Similarity of risks 
and increasing actuality of their decline to an acceptable level for critical applications 
led to the appearance of a special term “safeware”, by the analogy with the terms 
“hardware”, “software”, “firmware” etc., which combines two components: safe – 
secure and ware – a product, an item. This term was suggested and patented by the 
leading expert of NASA on the questions of infrastructure security, professor 
N. Leveson, who registered the appearance of a modern field of knowledge called 
safeware engineering [1]. We mention a fundamental statement both obvious, and 
elusive in its nature: it’s impossible to talk about stability of a working system, espe-
cially of the infrastructure, if there is no formal model of its operation which has been 
constructed and verified. Moreover, for the construction of a formal model, more or 
less complex, not “toylike”, there should exist a mathematical apparatus with the help 
of which software developers create a formal model and verify it according to the 
source demands of a customer could.  

For the full confidence in the fact that informational system will work stably (will 
be dependable and stable), one should single out system components, describe them 
formally and verify. Indeed, nowadays there is nothing instead of a “divide and rule” 
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approach to cope with this difficulty. In fact, one of the most important components 
of any complex system (infrastructure) is databases. That’s why there should exist an 
appropriate formal model. For the relational databases such a formal model has been 
already constructed and explored considerably. This issue is exhaustively covered in 
the literature, beginning from the pioneering works by E.F. Codd (see, e.g. [2], the 
first textbooks [3, 4] and modern textbooks [5, 6]). We mention only a collection of 
works done by the collaborators of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev on 
the natural generalization of classical results of the databases relational approaches [7-
14].  

Nowadays, there are a lot of formal models of object-oriented databases (OODB) 
[15-20]. Each of these models elaborates OODB to a certain extent by applying cer-
tain mathematical apparatus. The analysis of research papers dedicated to OODB has 
shown that authors overlook the question arising from the necessity to construct a new 
class specification with the two given specifications. For example, the construction of 
a super class from two specified classes (the operation of intersection of class specifi-
cation), the construction of a subclass from two super classes (the operation of union 
of class specification). The intersection of class specifications is important, in our 
opinion, as it provides for the opportunity to construct the core of a new program with 
two programs which allows integrating these two programs that results in the Frame-
work version. This paper is dedicated to the exploration of the operation intersection 
of class specifications and refining conditions under which the intersection of classes 
is possible.  

2 Practical results 

The authors of this paper have conducted a number of investigations in the field under 
research: for example, in the article [21] it has been suggested to consider an object 
algebraic system as a model. Formally it can be formulated like this: 

 ,;;, specobj , where   is a set of objects’ classes,  is a set of class speci-

fication, obj  is a set of operations over objects, spec  is a set of operations over 

class specifications, and a relation  is a partial order which formalizes in-

heritance. The main objective of this article is specification of the intersection opera-
tion   and the difference of class specifications. 
Let’s start with the intersection operation  . Let us formalize the notion of a class: 
by a class we mean a pair  ,sK , where s is a functional binary relation which 

associates an attribute with its meaning (from a universal domain D ), and   is a 

functional binary relation, which brings to conformity a method with its signature. 
Therefore [21], the relations s  and   determine a class specification. 

The intersection operation (of class specifications) is an operation of the form  
 : , where:  21212211 ,,,   ssss , where   is a 

standard set-theoretical intersection.  
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We will demonstrate some results concerning the structure of a partially ordered 

set (poset) ,F , where  is a set of all the functional binary relations (on the uni-

versal domain ), а  is an ordinary set-theoretical inclusion. These results will sup-
plement the results of the paper [22]. All undetermined notions and designations are 
understood in terms of this paper. 

Lemma 1. For the arbitrary functional binary relations  and  the following equal-
ity is true: )()( domgdomfgfgf   □ 

Proof. ■ Let us start with domgdomfX
def

 . Let us use generally valid properties 

of the set-theoretical restriction operation (a binary ratio on a set) (monotony, dis-
tributivity etc.) [19]. 

Firstly, we have an inclusion Xdomgdomfgfdom   )( . Secondly, from this 

the next chain of equalities and inequalities follows: 

gfXgXfXgfgfdomgfgf   )()()( . 

Thus, )()()( domgdomfgfXgfgf   □ 

Below   is a relation of consistency: XgXfgf
def

 , where 

domgdomfX
def

 . In [7] the main property of consistency was determined as: 

 gfgf  is a functional binary relation. 

The following lemma’s corollary forms another criterion of consistency. 
Corollary (the criterion of consistency of functional binary relations). Let gf ,  be 

arbitrary functional binary relations, and domgdomfX
def

 . Then: 

Xgfdomgf  )(  , Xgfdomgf  )()(  . □ 

Proof. ■ The proof is performed by using a Lemma 1 and inclu-
sion Xgfdom )(  . It’s important to note that the second (the first) equivalence is 

a formal corollary of the first one (of the second one accordingly). □ 
As for the structure of the poset ,F , there are two statements. 

Statement 1. Poset ,F  is a lower semilattice, and at the same time, 

  gfgf ,inf . □ 

The proof results from the fact that  is a commutative idempotent semigroup and 
from a well-known connection between such semigroups and lower semilattices (see, 
e.g. [23]). 

More complete information about the poset ,F  is given by the following 

statement. 
Statement 2. (the structure of poset ,F ). The following statements are true: 

1. The empty function f  is the smallest element (“a bottom”) 
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2. The largest element in poset ,F  exists if and only if the universe D  is single-

ton 
3. The infimum exists for any nonempty set F  and fF Ffinf  

4. The supremum of the set F  exists if and only if in the case when the set F  is re-
stricted, and fF Ffsup  

5. The element f  is an atom only when f  is singleton 

6. Poset ,F  is a relatively complete poset and a complete (upper) semilattice □ 

Let’s proceed to the substantial interpretation of above results. 
The operation   constructs a new class which will be basic (paternal) for classes 

arguments. This intersection can also be empty, in this case we will get a special 
empty class. 

As the relation   on the specifications is component wise  
),,(   ssss , all properties of the relation   (statements 1, 2) 

can be lifted to the relation  . The corresponding formulations are obvious and 
thereby are omitted. 

3 Results and conclusions 

The model of intersection operation of class specifications has been examined. This 
operation has been specified as set-theoretical intersection. The specification gf   

has been interpreted as the largest total part of f  and g , that is, the specification 

from which specifications-arguments can be obtained by inheritance (in other words, 
the result specification is the specification of a paternal class). The conditions for 
nonempty (equivalent, empty) intersection have been examined. 

As for formal results, natural criteria of function consistency have been presented 
(corollary) which supplement the already known criteria; the structure of a partially 
ordered set of partial functions has been specified (statements 1, 2). 
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